RCT Ten Styles Tuning Library
Installing the RCT Ten Styles Tuning Library on Pocket PC:
The Library is supplied on either your SentinelKey SD or CF card or on a generic CF/SD memory card.
Simply sliding the memory card into your Pocket PC should start the installer in about 10-15 seconds. If not,
remove all memory cards, soft reset the device and try again. The Library may not auto-install if you have installed
a later version of Pocket RCT than is on the Library memory card. All Library memory cards are originally loaded
with the latest Pocket RCT update.
If the Library still won’t auto-install, it’s easy to install the Library manually.
Manual Installation:
1. Start your Pocket PC and tap the Start menu.
2. Choose “Programs” and “File Explorer.”
3. Just below “File Explorer” at the top left of the screen choose “My Device.”
4. Choose the memory card which contains the Library. It may be called “Storage Card”, “SD Card”, “CF Card”, or
something similar. Note that you may have more than one memory card in your Pocket PC.
5. If you choose the correct memory card it will have a folder called “2577". Tap the “2577" folder.
6. Tap the item “RCT Ten Styles Library.” Installation takes about 20 seconds.
After installation, start Pocket RCT from the Start menu. The Library files are installed into “My Documents” so
Pocket RCT can read the Library files.
Choose Pocket RCT’s File, and File Open menu. There should be ten files which start with the letters “OTS...”.
These are the Library files. Tap on the OTS you prefer to open the Library file. If you are unsure what an “OTS” is,
choose “OTS 4" and see the “Octave Tuning Style” section in the Pocket RCT manual.
This piano Tuning Library is © Copyrighted by Reyburn Piano Service, Inc., 1995-2004, and all rights are reserved.
This Library may not be given away or sold in any form by anyone other than Reyburn Piano Service, Inc., or
authorized RCT distributors. The same copyright notice that appears in the Reyburn CyberTuner manual applies
to Piano Tuning Library! We hope you will respect our right to make a living from our work.
Currently, tunings are available for 200+ different piano models ready for use with Reyburn CyberTUner. The Ten
Styles Tuning Library files are standard RCT document files and can be read by RCT 3.5 (or later) for Mac and
W indows and Pocket RCT 1.5 and later.
The Library is $100.00 USD plus $15.00 shipping and handling, and is available only to Reyburn CyberTuner or
Pocket RCT users. The Library is also available packaged with RCT or Pocket RCT.
Tunings in the Library were created with the Chameleon 2 digital audio tuning system with RCT 3.0b2 for Mac.
Please note that these tunings are generic, and may or may not match a particular instrument, depending on how
closely that piano m atches the piano (s) used for the tuning in the Library. This is due to the variations in
manufacture of even the finest pianos. The very BEST way to use Chameleon 2 is to measure THE PIANO being
tuned, calculate and tune the piano with that tuning record.
Note: W here model num bers were not useful, info about the break is noted. For exam ple, the Baldwin Console
CC#4 means that the bass/treble break is between C and C#,and there are 4 notes above the break with wound
strings. Pianos that match this configuration have an excellent chance of being the same model, and matching the
tuning in the Library.
To check for a good generic tuning match, check the aural beat specs in the tuning header. Reading the
Chameleon chapter in your manual will explain the aural beat rates which Chameleon produces for each tuning,
and will give a better understanding of how Cham eleon tunings are made and used.
Thanks!
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